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S33M

flarkos - cross

2

That-, again-, was a ball park figure-, was it not?

\

Absolutely-

Ue didn’t go into the structures.

It is

just to give reasonable parameters to budget-

2

bJith respect to Route 1-. Hr • Harkos-. what community
does that travel through?

A

bell-, on a county basis it goes through Cuyahoga-.
Lake Counties and into Pennsylvania-, and it goes

through -- it goes near Painesville-, and you can see

Ashtabula and Conneaut-, south of those communities-

£2

Do you know which actual cities or towns it goes
through?

A

I would have to refer to the route map-

£2

Would you do . that

for me-, please?

THE COURT:

Doesn’t the exhibit

speak for itself-, fir- Weiner?
HR. WEINER:

If it does-, your Honor

it is pretty difficult to read-

THE COURT:
HR- WEINER:

Did you read it?

I certainly have-, your

Honor THE COURT:

Approach the bench-

What do you want him to do-, recite each of

the communities?
(IR- WEINER:

Yes-

5376

Chaney - direct

1

2

recommendations and conclusions of this report?

3

I concur in the recommendations and conclusions of

4

this report and I am interested in two observations

5

in connection with it-

6

The first is that the Beiswenger report did

7

find that it would be practically and economically

8

feasible to interconnect the Cities of Painesvi 1 le-i

9

which is about one third of the way out on our Route

10

No- 1 that appars on the mapi the City of Cleveland

11

and Orrville which appears straight south of the

12

City of Cleveland on our mapi and not only would it

13

have been economically feasible to do so but it

14

would have provided to the City of Cleveland and

15

its customers reliability of service that they did

16

not experience! absent an interconnect ion-

17

nr- Chaney-, what are the considerations which a

18

utility manager should consider in deciding whether

19

to build a transmission line?

20

Idell-i I will explain that first by looking at the

21

interest of the ’consumersbecause the utility manager

22

should always consider the interest of his consumers

23

f irst -

24
25

A consumer is interested in two things:

Cl?

The

.reliability of the service he receives and the amount

